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Sitting is the new smoking

First of all, I owe you an apology. You signed up for this newsletter wanting tips
and ideas on how to stay healthy, and I have not been keeping up my half of the
bargain. I don't think I have sent anything out in over a year.

The major reason is that in September of 2014 I started a 6 year program to
become an osteopath. The volume of material we are responsible for is huge, but
I am loving it. And when I am done, I think I will be an amazing therapist. BUT
because of that the newsletter fell by the wayside.

I would like to start again to fulfill what I promised you. I will endeavour to send
something at least once or twice a month that hopefully you will find informative
and useful. If there are health topics you want me to discuss, please let me know,
either by hitting reply on the email, or by commenting on my blog.

Now on to your tip. You probably have already heard that sitting is the new
smoking. We now know that sitting for prolonged periods of time is dangerous to
our health, making us prone to blood clots, leading to embolisms, heart disease,
and stroke. Prolonged sitting even seems to impact blood-sugar regulation,
making us more prone to diabetes. Even if we do an hour of exercise a day, it
does not erase 8 hours of sitting.

This isn't great news since our world seems to be designed around sitting, and
many of us sit at office jobs all day. So, what do we do? Is there anything that can
counteract all that sitting?

The simplest solution is to set an alarm and get up out of your chair at least once
every half-hour and walk around for at least 2 minutes. Much more impactful
though, would be to get up, then lie all the way down on your yoga mat that is on
the floor beside your desk, then stand up again, and repeat that 3 or 4 times. This
will bump up the heart rate, and ensure great blood-flow through your entire
body. Do this, and it will erase that half hour of sitting.

And the bonus is: if getting down onto and getting up from the floor is NOT easy
for you, it will become easy for you, which will mean increased range of motion
and strength, and therefore better ability to do many tasks of daily living! If at
first you need to use your desk to help pull yourself up, that is okay as long as the
motion does not hurt.

If for you the idea of getting all the way down to the floor and up again is
intimidating due to pain issues or just inability, walking for 2 minutes, pumping
your arms back and forth is fine. To work towards getting back the ability to get
up from the floor, step ups would be a great starting exercise, even if you need
the support of a walking stick.

If you live in the Vancouver Lower Mainland, come on out Dec. 7 to our free
seminar called “The 6 Movements You Should Be Able to Do”. Learn why being
able to do these movements increases life enjoyment, test yourself to see how
well you can actually do the movements, and learn how to get better at them!
Please register at Eventbrite.

Please do keep the comments coming on my blog. If you want to share this
article, scroll to the very bottom and click the "share" icon to post on Facebook,
Twitter etc. If you want to subscribe or search for other posts by title or by topic,
go to www.wellnesstips.ca.

Related Tips:
How many ways can you get up from the floor? 
10 positions we should all find relaxing 
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Stay young, functional and pain-
free! 

Are movement restrictions
impacting your life?
What can't you do now that you would
like to be able to do again?

Are you blaming your age for
these limitations? 
Yet many people your age are moving
well, so is that belief really true?

If age were the reason, everyone
would have the same movement
problems at the same age.

Is pain the reason for the lack of
ability or is lack of ability the
reason for pain? 
Often pain is due to being too tight or
too weak.

Our muscles have tightened up so we
can't bent our knees, reach our arms
or twist as far as we used to.

We lose strength because we are not
using full range of motion anymore.

The expression "If you don't use
it you will lose it" is true. 
But so is its opposite. "If you use it
again you will regain it."

The miracle of our bodies is that
function can be restored and
maintained. 

The Anti-Aging Exercise Solution
DVD is designed to address
common movement and postural
problems.

Start at your current ability.

There are 3 work-out levels, for
novice to advanced exercisers 

Be consistent - practice daily being
mindful of your limits.

Regain your function at home or at
the gym!
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Buy the DVD today!


